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McPHAR GEOPHYSICS 

NOTES ON THE THEORY, METHOD O F  FIELD OPERATION 

AND PR.ESENTATION O F  DATA 

FOR THE INDUCED POLARIZATION METHOD 

Induced Polarization a s  a geophysical measurement re fers  

to the blocking action o r  polarization of metallic o r  electronic 

conductors in a medium of ionic solution conduction. 

Thi s e lec t r  o - chemic a1 phenomenon occurs wher ever 

electrical  current i s  passed through an a r e a  which contains metallic 

minerals such a s  base metal  sulphides. Normally, when current  is 

passed through the ground, as  in resistivity measurements,  all of the 

conduction takes place through ions present in the water content of the 

rock, o r  soil,  i. e. by ionic conduction. This i s  because almost all 

minerals have a much higher specific resistivity than ground water. 

The group of minerals commonly described a s  "metallic", however, 

have specific resistivities much lower than ground waters. The 

induced polarization effect takes place at those interfaces where the 

mode of conduction changes from ionic in the solutions filling the 

interstices of the rock to electronic in the metallic minerals present 
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in the rock. 

The blocking action o r  induced polarization mentioned 

above, which depends upon the chemical energies necessary to allow 

the ions to give up o r  receive electrons f rom the metallic surface,  

increases  with the t ime that a d. c. cur ren t  is allowed to flow through 

the rock; i. e. a s  ions pile up against the metallic interface the 

resistance to current  flow increases.  Eventually, there is  enough 

polarization in the form of excess ions at the interfaces, to appreciably 

reduce the amount of current  flow through the metallic particle.  

polarization takes place at: each of the infinite number of solution-metal 

interfaces in a mineralized rock. 

This 

When the d. c. voltage used to create  this d. c. cur ren t  

flow is cut off, the Coulomb forces  between the charged ions forming 

the polarization cause them to return to their normal position, This 

movement of charge creates  a small  cur ren t  flow which can be 

measured on the surface of the ground as a decaying potential difference. 

F r o m  an alternate viewpoint i t  can be seen that i f  the 

direction of the current  through the system i s  reversed repeatedly 

before the polarization occurs,  the effective resistivity of the system 

a s  a whole will change as the frequency of the switching i s  changed. 

This is a consequence of the fact that the amount of current  flowing 

through each metallic interface depends upon the length of t ime that 

cur ren t  has been passing through i t  in  one direction. 
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The values of the per  cent frequency effect o r  F. E. a r e  

a measurement of the polarization in the rock mass .  

the measurement of the degree of polarization is related to the apparent 

resistivity of the rock mass  i t  i s  found that the metal  factor values o r  

M. F. a r e  the most  useful values in determining the amount of 

polarization present  in  the rock mass.  

normalizing the F. E. values for  varying resist ivit ies.  

However, since 

The MF values a r e  obtained by 

The induced poI.arization measurement i s  perhaps the most 

powerful geophysical method for the direct  detection of metallic 

sulphide mineralization, even when this mineralization is of very 

low concentration. 

necessary to produce a recognizable IP anomaly will vary with the 

geometry and geologic environment of the source,  and the method of 

executing the survey. However, sulphide mineralization of less  than 

one per  cent by volume has been detected by the IP method under 

proper geological conditions. 

The lower limit of volume per  cent sulphide 

The greatest  application of the IP method has been in the 

search  for disseminated metallic sulphides of less  than 20% by volume. 

However, it has also been used successfully in the search  for  massive 

sulphides in situations where, due to source geometry, depth of source,  

o r  low resist ivity of surface layer,  the EM method can not be successfully 

applied. The ability to differentiate ionic conductors, such a s  water 

filled shear  zones, makes the IP method a useful tool in checking EM 
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w anomalies which a r e  suspected of being due to these causes. 

In normal  field. applications the IP method does not 

differentiate between the economically important metallic minerals  

such a s  chalcopyrite, chalcocite, molybdenite, galena, etc. , and the 

other metallic minerals  such as pyrite. 

i s  due to the total of all electronic conducting minerals  in the rock mass .  

Other electronic conducting mater ia ls  which can produce an IP response 

a r e  magnetite, pyrolusite, graphite, and some forms of hematite. 

The induced polarization effect 

In the field procedure,  measurements on the surface a r e  

made in a way that allows the effects of la teral  changes in the propert ies  

of the ground to be separated from the effects of vertical  changes in the 

properties.  

(X) apart. The potentials a r e  measured a t  two other points (X) feet 

apart ,  in line with the current  electrodes i s  an integer number (n) t imes 

the basic distance (X). 

Current i s  applied to the ground at  two points in distance 

The measurements a r e  made along a surveyed line, with 

a constant distance (nX) between the nearest  current  and potential 

electrodes. In most surveys,  several  t raverses  a r e  made with various 

values of (n); i. e .  (n) = 1, 2 ,  3, 4, etc. The kind of survey required 

(detailed o r  reconnaissance) decides the number of values of (n) used. 

In plotting the resul ts ,  the values of the apparent resistivity, 

apparent pe r  cent frequency effect, and the apparent metal  factor 
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measured for  each s e t  of electrode positions a r e  plotted a t  the inter- 

section of grid lines, one from the center point of the current  electrodes 

and the other f r o m  the center point of the potential electrodes. 

Figure A. ) The resistivity values a r e  plotted above the line as a m i r r o r  

image of the metal  factor values below. On a second line, below the 

metal factor values, a r e  plotted the values of the pe r  cent frequency effect. 

In some cases  the values of pe r  cent frequency effect a r e  plotted a s  

superscripts of the meta l  factor value. 

effect values a r e  not contoured. 

value is determined by the location along the survey line of the center 

point between the current  and potential electrodes. 

value from the line is determined by the distance (nX) between the current  

and potential electrodes when the measurement was made. 

(See 

In this second case  the frequency 

The la teral  displacement of a given 

The distance of the 

The separation between sender and receiver electrodes is 

only one factor which determines the depth to which the ground is being 

sampled in any particular measurement.  The plots then, when 

contoured, a r e  not section maps of the electr ical  properties of the 

ground under the survey line. 

any given survey must  be car r ied  out using the combined experience 

gained f rom field resul ts ,  model study resul ts  and theoretical invest%- 

gations. 

measured is important in the interpretation. 

The interpretation of the resul ts  f rom 

The position of ,the electrodes when anomalous values a r e  
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In the field procedure,  the interval over which the potential 

differences a r e  measured is the same as the interval over which the 

electrodes a r e  moved after a se r i e s  of potential readings has been made. 

One of the advantages of the induced polarization method is that the 

same equipment can be used f o r  both detailed and reconnaissance surveys 

merely by changing the distance (X) over which the electrodes a r e  moved 

each time. 

to 2000 feet for (X). In each case,  the decision as to the distance (X) 

and the values of (n) to be used is largely determined by the expected 

s ize  of the mineral  deposit being sought, the s ize  of the expected anomaly 

and the speed with which i t  is desired to progress .  

In the past ,  intervals have been used ranging f rom 2 5  feet 

The diagram i n  Figure A demonstrates the method used 

in plotting the results.  

metal  factor,  and apparent pe r  cent frequency effect is plotted and 

identified by the position of the four electrodes when the measurement 

was made. 

of (n) a r e  plotted far ther  f rom the line indicating that the thickness of 

the layer of the ear th  that is being tested is grea te r  than for the smaller  

values of (n); i. e. the depth of the measurement is increased. 

the F. E. values a r e  plotted as superscr ipts  to the MF values the third 

section of data values is not presented and the F. E. values a r e  not 

contoured. 

Each value of the apparent resist ivity,  apparent 

It can be seen that the values measured for  the l a rge r  values 

When 
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W The actual data plots included with the report  a r e  prepared 

utilizing an IBM 360/75  Computer and a Calcomp 770/763 Incremental  

Plotting System. The data values a r e  calculated, plotted, and contoured 

according to a programme developed by McPhar Geophysics. Certain 

symbols have been incorporated into the programme to explain various 

situations in recording the data in the field. 

The IP measurement  is basically obtained by measuring the 

difference in potential o r  voltage ( A V )  obtained at  two operating frequen- 

cies.  

the apparent resist ivity of' the ground. 

where the cur ren t  is very  low due to poor electrode contact, o r  the 

apparent resist ivity i s  very low, or  a combination of the two effects; the 

value of (a V )  the change in potential will be too smal l  to be measurable.  

The symbol "TL" on the data plots indicates this situation. 

The voltage is the product of the cur ren t  through the ground and 

Therefore in field situations 

In some situations spurious noise, either man made o r  natural ,  

will render  it impossible to obtain a reading. 

data  plots indicates a station a t  which it is  too noisey to record a reading. 

If a reading can be obtained, but for reasons of noise there  i s  some doubt 

as to its accuracy, the reading is bracketed in the data plot ( ). 

The symbol "N" on the 

In certain situations negative values of Apparent Frequency 

Effect a r e  recorded. 

spurious electr ical  effects. 

recorded is indicated on the data plot, however the symbol "NEG" is 

This may  be due to the geologic environment o r  

The actual negative frequency effect value 
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w' indicated for the corresponding value of Apparent Metal Factor.  

contouring negative values the contour lines a r e  indicated to the nea res t  

positive value in the immediate vicinity of the negative value. 

In 

The symbol "NR" indicates that for some reason the operator 

did not attempt to record a reading although normal survey procedures 

would suggest that one was required. This may be due to inaccessible 

topography o r  other s imilar  reasons.  Any symbol other than those dis- 

cussed above i s  unique to a particular situation and is described within 

the body of the report. 



METHOD USED IN PLOTTING DIPOLE- DIPOLE 

INDUCED POLARIZAT' ION AND R E S I S T I V I T Y  R E S U L T S  

c . x  - n x -- x- 

1 I I I 4 
I  2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

S t a t i o n s  on l i n e  x = Electrode spread length 
n = Electrode separation 

P P P 

P P P P 

P P P P P 

n - 4  1,2.-6,7 2,3-7,8 3,4-8,9 

n - 3 -  1,2-5,6 2,3-6,7 3,4-7,8 4,5-8,9 Apparent Resistivity 
n - 2  - 1,2-4,5 2,3-5,6 3,4-6,7 4,5-7,8 !5,6-8,9 

P P P P P P 
n - l  1,2-34 2,3-4,5 3,4-!5,6 4,5-6,7 5,6-7,8 6,7-8 9 

5 6 7 8 9 

\ 
M. F. M. F: M. F. M. F 

I l+#@QQ) M F  * 

M.F: 
1,2-3,4 2,3-4,5 3,4-5,6 4,5-6,7 5,6-7,8 6,7-8,9 n - l  -- 

M.F. M.F. M. F. M.F. M.F. 
n - 2  -- 1,2-4,5 23-5,6 3,4-6,7 4,5-7,8 5,6-8,9 

M.F M.F M. F. M.F 
n - 3  1,2-5,6 2,3-6,7 3,4.-7,8 4,5-8,9 Apparent Metal Factor 

M.F. M.F. M. F. 
n - 4  1,2-6,7 2,3-7,8 3,4-8,9 

F. E. F4 E. F. L F.E. F. E. 

F. E. F. E. F.E. F.E. 
n - 2  1.2-4,5 2,3-5,6 3,4-6,7 4,5-7,8 5,6-8,9 

n - 3  1 ~ 2 - 5 , ~  2,3-6,7 3,4-7,8 4,5-e,9 Appasen t Percent 
F. E. F E. F. E. Frequency Effact n - 4  1,2-6,7 2,3-7,8 3,4-8,9 

F i g .  A 



McPHAR GEOPHYSICS LIMITED 

REPORT ON THE 

INDUCED POLARIZATION 

AND RESISTIVITY SURVEY' 

ON THE 

MAB LAKE PROPERTY 

:MEWRIT" AREA 

NlCOLA MINING DIVISION, BRITISH COLUMBIA 

FOR 

NORANDA EXPLORATPON COMPANY, LIMITED 

1. I N T R O D U C T I O N  

During the period August 13, 1969 to August 31, 1969, 

an  induced polarization and resist ivity survey was ca r r i ed  out on the 

Mab Lake Property of Noranda Exploration Company, Limited in the 

Merr i t t  A r e a ,  Nicola Mining Division, British Columbia. The property 

is located approximately 15 miles  northeast  of Merri t t ,  Britieh Columbia 

and lies in  the southwest quadrant of the one degree quadrilateral  whose 

southeast corner  is 50"N latitude and 120"W longitude. 

property is via the Merritt-Kamloops Highway (Provincial  Highway 5) to 

Nicola, Bri t ish Columbia and a four-wheel dr ive vehicle road north from 

Nicola for approximately 9 miles. 

Access to the 
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The geophysical survey work dQ8cussed in this report was 

carried out on the following claims of the ImEab Lake Property, dl of 

which are located in the Nicola Mining CMeion. 

coke 1 39249 

Coke 2 39250 

Coke 3 39251 

Coke 4 39252 

Coke 7 39255 

Coke 8 39256 

COk8 9 39257 

Coke 10 39258 

Coke 11 39259 

Coke 12 39260 

Coke 13 39261 

Coke 14 39262 

Coke 17 39265 

Coke 20 39268 

Coke 2 9  39269 

It should be noted that the following claim names being 

part of the A4ab Lake Property are duplicated and for this reaeon their 

respective Record Numbers have been indicated on the plan map: Coke 23, 

Coke 24, Coke 25, Coke 26, Coke 27 and Coke 28. The clairna are all 

owned by Noranda Ekplaraticn Company, Limited (NPL). 
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The taurvey araa is underlain by a variety of volcanic 
L l  

rocks of the Wicola Group. 

of the Central Wicola Batholith. 

These rocke are intruded by dioritic rocks 

Previous geophysical work consisting 

, 

of electromagnetic and magnetic surveyrs and geochemical soil sampling 

I has been carried out. 

hotite and pyrite has also been indicated on the property. 

Minor sulphide minstaliaation, chalcopyrite, pyrr- 

The purpoee of 

the preaent IP survey was to try and locate concentrations of this sulphide 

rnineraliaation, especially in those areas where lack of outcrop limited 

geologic investigatictn. 

The fP survey wae carried out employing a McPhar variable 

w 

frequency induced polarisation unit utiliaing the dipole-dipole electrode 

configuration and 200 foot dipoles. 

were recorded and the frequencies employed were 0.31 H e  and 5 . 0  Ne. 

Three dipole separations (n = 1,2,3) 

2. PRESENTPATION OF R E S U L T S  

The induced pollarirtertion and resistivity resulte are shown 

OR the data plots liseed below and are summarised on the plan map in the 

manner described in the noteo preceding this report. 

Line 8N 200 foot electrode intervals Dwg. IP 5351-1 

Line 4M 200 foot electrode intervale D w ~ .  IP 5351-2 

Line 0 ZOO foot electrode intervals Dwg. IP 5351-3 

Line 4s 200 foot electrode intervale D w ~ .  IP 5351-4 

Line 8s 200 foot electrode intervals D w ~ .  XP 55351-5 

W Line 12s 200 foot electrode intervals Dwg. IP 5351-6 
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Line 38s 2 0 0 f oo t electrode intervals Dwg. IP  5351-7 

Dw. IP 5351-8 

Line 46s 200 foot electrode intervals Dwg. fP 5351-9 

Line 50s 200 foot electrode intervals b g .  Ip 5351-10 

Line 42s 2 0 0 foot slec trode intervals 

Enclosed with thie report is Dwe. I. P. P. 4543, a plan map 

of the area surveyed at a s c d e  of one inch equals 400 feet. 

and possible induced polariuition anomalies are indicated by srolid and 

broken bare respectively on thie plan map as well a~ the data plote. 

bars represent the surface projection of the anomalous sones a s  Interpreted 

from the location of the tranmmitter and receiver electrodes when the anom- 

alous values were measured. 

The definite 

These 

Since the induced polarirmtton measurement is essentially an 

averaging procem, as1 a re  all1 potential methods, it is frequently difficult to 

exactly pinpoint the source of an anomaly. 

located with more accuracy than the electrode interval; i. e. when udng 200 

foot electrode intervals the position of a narrow sulphide body can only be 

determined to lie between two stations 200 feet apart. 

sources at some depth, larger electrode intervale must be ueedl with a 

corresponding increase in the uncertainties of location. 

the centre of the indicated anomaly probably corresponds fairly well with 

eource, the length of the bdicated anomaly along the line should not be taken 

to  represent the exact edges of the anomaloue material. 

Certainly, no anomaly can be 

In order to locate 

Therefore, while 

The location of survey lines relative to claim boundaries, the 
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names and relative position of the claims, and the geologic data indicited 

on the mapa and diacuesed i n  the report are based upon information supplied 

by Mosanda Exploration Company, Limited. 

There a re  no rsipificantly anomdous XI? responses on this 

Bine. 

Line 4N 

A weakly anonialous response OCCUFB between QtOO and 

3MOW on this Line. Above background Apparent Metal Factor value@ occur 

between 6WOW and 12+00W, taownrever the Apparent Frequency Effects a r e  

of low magnitude. 

Line 0 

TBie long line extends across the property. Generally the 

ZP response is low wtth odp weak, posBible anomalies indicated. 

narrow, ehaPlow, anomalous response is centred between 32tQOW and 34tOOW. 

A possible, 
%% 7 

A weak anomaly is indicated 'between 0+OQ and 2-kOOW which correlates with 

a resistivity Low. This anomaly would lie on the axis of the anomalous 

electromagnedc reeponse indicated by the previoue geophysical survey work. 

The geologic data indicates the presence of sulphide mineralization at about 

Z+OOE on this line. 
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b-' A bra d complex p - ttern of above background respon e also ,< , ,..... ~7 _I.. - ., '. . '. r . .  . .  t .: 

occura:between 4+00W and'8tOOW, and between lO+OOW and 14tOOW. 
. ,  I I 1 ' /  . . -- a,.!?? ' f  .", .? 5 :  .:. . ! ,  I ; , : :  . ' 

8+OOsW to':t+OOE on .thi8' line-:-'.The kiigh-er-.valuee bof Apparent Metal. Factor 

frorni2tOOW.:to 2+00E\coriela,t&:with a>reeistivity', low and the axis of the'- 

electromagnetic anomaly indicated by the previous work. 
, 5.' 

* *  
~ . <,* - 1  - 

1. 
' J c  . i-', ' A  .": ,This long line extende;acr6a8 the.*property. ' .A:possible 

'anoma1y~:iatindicated +between*.2tOOE and 2tOOW which correlates with the 1 

-8trbngeet -po?tion-of- the: e1tct:rorna'gnetic anomaly outlined by the previous '$%*--a - 
d possi~le*an~~mriily, .lao'curring:fn an ar'ea of higher background 

resistivity values, icJ indicated between lO+OOW and 14tOOW. On the west- 

on of the line, narrow, weak responees are'indicated from 32tOOW 
'. , ?.,.\ ;>-.. . I  ,.;.,.; ' . I  , . ., f. I ., .. . '6" < . *- . . 

. ,,...- . .  
1 ,.- . 1 ,. $ a ' .  

'O+OO and '2tOOW whk'h*appeara .tqJccorrelate-.w$th the axis of the electromag- 
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ove background values of Apparent *3s*.*""*g$ 
. 1  

r i  
..Y . 

SO 

gests that the above back- 

-9tOO.W OditWthti strckger re4Fonse occurri&iAfro$21"+00W to 5tOOW: 'There 

N s  a fklloff tn resiativlity Vahi&s "tb. tKe ears't'of 22+00Wj -however, thg'vdues 

ofkppar&nt''F&qU&y Effect are constant and of large enough magnitude to 

suggest a source of weakly dlssemtnated-~etallic-min=ral~~&t~~n. 9 '  I 

b' 

Line 46s 

The overall 11? reeponse 'Q&'thlis' 1iie is lower than on de pre- 
* I  

< *  

vlious' line'witli generally, lower values of Apparent Frequency Effect. 

values of Apparent Metal Factor occur from 11 tOOW to at leaet GtOOW. 

Higher 
hi 

However, the shallow anornady pattern and the low values of Apparent Fre- 

quency Effect suggest that the higher Metal Factor Values reflect lower 

resistivity areas  within the overburden. 

Line 50s 

A na.rrow, shallow, posaible anomaly is indicated between 

14tOOW and 1 7 t O O B f  with weiaker extension to 19tOOW. 
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4. S U M M A R Y  A N D  C O N C L U S I O N S  - 4 
The results of the induced polariration survey have not 

outlined any distinctly anomalous Banes. 

been indicated which could represent the responee from weakly dtseemin- 

Several weak anomaliee have 

ated metallic minerailhation. 

It would be necessary to further evaluate these weak anom- 

alies in light of the available geochemical soil eurvey and geological data 

before a dectdon coiuld be made on a programme ~f further work. 

Additional work m d l d  not appear to be warranted unlesre there ts a favour- 

able correlation between the induced polarization resulte and the geologic 

and/or g eoc hemica1 data. 

Dated: November 14, 1969. 

McPEtAR GEOP 

Expiry Date: April 25, 19TQ 
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ASSE:8SMENT DETAILS 

PROPERTY: Mab Lake Proper ty  MINING DIVISION: PJIcola 

SPONSOR: Noranda Explorattion Company, PROVINCE: Bri t ish Columbia 
Limited 

LOCATION: Merr i t t  Area  

TYPE O F  SURVEY: Induced Polarization 

OPERATING MAN DAYS: 36 DATE STARTED: August 13, 1969 

EQUIVALENT 8m. haLAN DAYS: 54 DATE FINISHED: August 31, 1969 

CONSULTING MAN DAYS: 2 NUMBER O F  STATIONS: 206 

DRAUGTfNG MAN .DAYS: 7 NUMBER OF READINGS: 1428 

TOTAL MAN DAYS;: 63 MILES OF LINE SURVEYED: 7.4  

CONSULTANTS: 
David K. Fountain, 44 Highgate Road, Toronto 18, Ontario. 

FIELD TECHNICIANS: 
K. Drobot, c/o 201.22 64th Avenue, Langley, Bri t ish Columbia 
J. Anderson, Box 117, Site 13, R. It, #8, Edmonton, Alberta. 

FIELD HELPERS: 
E. Drobot, c/o Gexreral De?l'i.vsry, Arhcroft, British Columbia. 
J. Beenen, 1120 Btsntley Place, Kamloops, Bri t ish Columb€a 

DRAUGHTSMEN: 
F. Hurot, 230 Woburn  Avenue, Toronto 12, Ontario. 
B. Marr, 19 Kenewen Court, Toronto 16, Ontario. 
N. Lade, 1355 LaklePield Street, Oshawa, Ontario. 

McPHAR GEOP 

Dated: November 1,4th, 1969 



II SUMMARY QF COST 

'4 

Noranda Exploration Company, Limited 
I. P. Survey - Merritt Area - Mab Lake, 33. C. 

8-3 /4  daye Operatbg @ $220. OOlday 

2 days Travel )2-l/2daye@ $ 85.OO/day 
1 /2. day Bad Weather) 

Expenses .I Crew 

TranBportation - Air 
Taxis 
Freight t Brokerage 
Meals Ck Accommodation 
Telephone & Telegraph 
Supplies 
Vehicle Expenee 
Rented Vehicles 
Mileage Allowance 
Mi 8 cellaaeousl Exp m e  e 

Extra Labour 

18.05 
3. 78 

34.00 
26.00 

8.  92 
1 1 . 6 6  
42. 57 

1. 67 
28.76 

84.25 

-- 

8-3/4 days @ $260.10 + 20% 

Dated: November 14th. 1949. 

1,925. 00 

212. 50 

279.  64 

312. €2 

$2,729.26  

Expiry Date: April 25, 1970 
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FE RTZFICATE 

L/ 

I, David Kirkman Fountain, of the City of Toronto, 

Province of Ontario, do certify that: 

1. I a m  a geophysicist residing at 44 Highgate Road, Toronto li8, 

Ontario. 

2. I a m  a graduate of the University of Toronto with a Bachelor 

of Applied Science Degree in Engineering Physics (Geophysics). 

3. I a m  a member of the Society of Exploration Geophysicists, 

the European Association of Exploration Geophysicists and the Canadian 

Institute of Mining and Metallurgy. 

4. I a m  a registared Professional Engineer in the Provinces of 

B ~ i t i e h  Columbia and Ontario, and have been practising my profession far 

eight years. 

5. The statement@ made in this report a r e  baeed on a atudy of 

published geological literature and unpublished private reports. 

6. Permission 113 granted to use in whole or in part for assess- 

ment and qualification requirements but not far advertising purposes. 

Dated at Toronto 

This 14th day of November, 1969 

bPity Date: April 25, 1970 



c3 

Atid 1 make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing it to be true, and knowing that it is of 

the same force and effect as if made under oath and by virtue of the "Canada Evidence Act." 

, in the 

Declared before me at the 
-- - 

" of L I W  
Province of British Columbia, this ag 

1 day of %el*, 19Af , A.D. 
i 

A 

for taking Afidavits within British Columhia or 
in and for the Province of British Colurnhin. 



I 



,. 

J 

3, W.W.Young (F.M.C. '78570 issued 
Noranda Exp I ora4-i on Company, L. 

May 2 ,  I969 a+ Vancouver) 
mi'ted (No Personal L iab i  ! 

Issued May 2, 1969 a t  Vancouver) 

bo'th of 1050 Davie S'tree't, Vancouver 5, 

in the Province of British Columbia, do solemnly declare that 'the cost  of a Geop hys i ca I Survey f rom 
July  1'7 'to August 31, 1969 was: 

A. Lt NE PREPARATI ON : 

Salar ies  ( Inc lud ing  WCi3, UIC, Hol iday Pay & Cda Pension) 
From: Ju I y 1'7 Po Augusf 8, I969 i ii'termi't.'teii't I y 
Employees: A. HamiI*ton, R. Palmer, D. Smi'th 

Number of Man Days: 26 
COS't : 26 x 21 .33 $544.58 

Cos't Per Man Day: $21.33 

F i  e I d Cos'ts ( I ricl udi iig al I cos'ts re1 a'ted ' to  survey) 

Number of Man Days: 26 
Cos t :  26  x $10.00 260.00 $ 814.58 

Cost Per Man Day: $10.00 

B . GEOPHYS I CAL SURVEY : 

By McPhar Geop hys i cs L'td . 
Tota l  Cost, as per Summary (of Cost $2 ,'729.26 

2'79.64 Less crew expenses 2,449.62 

$ 3,264.18 

Arid 1 make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing it to be true, and knowing that it is of 

the same force arid effect as if made under oath and by virtue of the " Canada Evidence Act." 

___c Declared before me at the LJ'5 7 
7 I 

' 7  of /- , in the I 
i d I 

~ Province of British Columbia, this A'$ 
I 
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